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Reference: APE2TBSNEPAM05GO-L
EAN13: 8057730917476

            

Fermaluce EIVA with Diamond lampshade, adjustable joint and lamp
holder IP65 waterproof
Finish: Brass
Light bulb: With bulb

Product short description:

Fermaluce EIVA with Diamond lampshade is the waterproof wall lamp designed for those who do not wish to
compromise on a contemporary touch even for their outdoor spaces. The essential lines of the Diamond cage
lampshade expose the EIVA line lamp holder: the world’s first wire-able IP65 lamp holder patented by Creative-Cables,
capable of withstanding rain and storms in complete safety.

The lamp is equipped with an adjustable joint that allows it to tilt up to 90° and rotate by 315°: this will make it possible
to direct the light wherever you want according to your needs. Thanks to the IP65 rated protection, this wall lamp will
also be perfect for illuminating the bathroom in complete safety: the perfect functional lighting that does not
compromise on aesthetics!

The Fermaluce EIVA adjustable lamp with Diamond lampshade can be purchased without bulb or already complete with
a decorative clear Led Globo G98 short filament bulb.

WARNING: The EIVA lamp holder is designed for glass LED light bulbs only and has been tested as compatible with the
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A60, ST64, G95 and G125 bulb shapes that guarantee rating of IP65 protection.
The compatibility range is being extended and is currently being tested.

Each Creative-Cables lamp is designed, and assembled in Italy and is tested and CE certified by independent
laboratories according to the strictest regulations in force: one more reason for choosing Creative-Cables quality.

Product description:

The wall lamp comprises:
1 soft touch, silicone IP65 ceiling rose in selected finish: ø 125 mm, H 40 mm
1 smooth IP65 EIVA E27 lamp holder
1 soft touch, silicone lamp holder cover in selected finish: ø 60 mm, H 105 mm
Adjustable metal joint

Naked Diamond cage lampshade technical specifications
Material: metal with finish
Fitting: E27
Width: 21 cm
Height: 20 cm
Hole opening: 4 cm
Not suitable for bulbs with diameter above 12.5 cm

Bulb [CBL700111]: LED, G95, 4W, 470 Lm, 2700 K, E27, A++, width 95 mm, height 138 mm

Made in Italy
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